Sioux Chief’s Halo Drain Chosen for South Dakota State University Dormitory Build
Plumbing contractor, Midwestern Mechanical, selected Sioux Chief’s Halo Drain to save time, labor and cost. Halo Drain provides a quick,
professional, and affordable installation.
Kansas City based rough plumbing manufacturer, Sioux Chief, extended its thanks and appreciation to South Dakota based contractor,
Midwestern Mechanical and its client, South Dakota State University, SDSU, for choosing the new Sioux Chief Finish Line Halo Drain for
SDSU’s latest residence hall construction project in Brookings, South Dakota.
In the Spring of 2012, SDSU began construction of four new residence halls, similar to its new Jackrabbit Village halls (Thorne, Spencer, and
Abbott), with an expected completion set for Fall of 2013. The residence halls are needed to accommodate an increased student population
at SDSU.
Plumbing wholesaler, Dakota Supply Group, DSG, in early 2012, attended a plant tour at Sioux Chief’s manufacturing site in Peculiar, Missouri,
where Halo Drain was presented along with other time saving products.
Sioux Chief representative, Northland Reps, along with DSG, later presented the product specifications to Midwestern Mechanical which
ordered nearly 450 Halo Drains to complete the SDSU project.
The Halo Drain is considered a breakthrough product for time and labor savings because the product design allows installers to spend far less
time on the initial installation. The adjustable floor drain is made with a stainless steel deck flange and clamping collar, making it easy to
secure PVC liner and insure a waterproof system. It is available in either plastic body or ductile iron. Halo Drain is typically used in apartment,
dorm, and loft remodels, second floor utility rooms, laundry rooms, and more.
The drain head adjusts up to three quarters of an inch above flush to accommodate most flooring types. At the tile setting portion of the project,
strainers can be adjusted to the perfect height, making it easy for tile setters.
“Blocking up a standard drain with wood or strut under the floor is difficult and time consuming, often requiring two people,” said Sioux Chief
Regional Sales Manager, Michael Foster. “Also, standard drains require a more costly doublecore in concrete slabs.”
“Halo Drain was designed to install easily from the top side of the floor by cutting a six inch hole and securing it with screws,” Foster said.
Sioux Chief manufactures the highest quality, innovative plumbing products at globally competitive prices, designing quality into all aspects of its
products, from raw material to finished products; including the methods created to install its products.
Contact a local Sioux Chief Representative for more information, or to request a product presentation.
Order the Sioux Chief catalog.
Sioux Chief products are sold through wholesale plumbing distributors nationwide.
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